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FAST TILT WALL
Footings
Wall Panel Construction
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FOOTINGS      WALLS        ERECT PANELS

FAST TILT 30% faster than traditional wall systems. 

FAST TILT is a tilt-up application, and tilt-up is known for its speed. The wall panels are 
built before or concurrent with the footings, which saves time and money. Since the wall 
panels are already poured and cured, they can be erected and installed immediately 
using FAST TILT’s proprietary buttress system. With FAST TILT the footings can be 
sloped, eliminating time consuming steps. The bottom of the wall is profiled to match the 
top of the footing.

FAST TILT Retaining Wall is a tilt-up retaining wall system that 
combines “Function and Form” into an innovative solution. 

The schedule below clearly shows the speed of FAST TILT compared to a traditional wall. 

FAST TILT is not only faster than 
traditional wall systems, there are 
boundless design options. 

The initial idea came from a desire to create a 
custom wall that can be decoratively enhanced 
on both sides and can be used in various 
applications such as retaining walls and other 
vertical pieces of art. 

With FAST TILT, the typical “fight for gravity” is 
removed because the walls are built horizontally, 
similar to decorative flat-work. Imagine a decorative 
sidewalk that is uniquely enhanced, whether it is polished, 
stamped, profiled scored, or even mosaic, that can be your 
next retaining wall.

(above) A FAST TILT wall of 420 feet in length and at a 10% 

slope was fully completed and backfilled within 4 weeks.

CONSTRUCTION OF FAST TILT 
WALL VIDEOS:

Sudberry Properties

FAST TILT erected 
a 2400 square foot 
retaining wall, 150 
linear feet up to 16 

feet high in 1 day. 

Example - 12’x16’x500LF Cantilever Wall

What is a FAST TILT Retaining Wall?

Colrich Communities



Lunch and Learn 

If you and your team are interested in learning more 
about FAST TILT, we will be more than happy to stop 
by your office and explain our system in further detail. 
Give us an hour and we’ll bring lunch for everyone. 
Please contact Jo Baumgartner at jo@fasttilt.com.

With a commitment to unparalleled customer 
service, FAST TILT utilizes a team of design and 
concrete professionals known for their innovation 
and craftsmanship. 

FAST TILT works with clients from design through 
completion to keep design, integrity and client 
satisfaction at the forefront of what we do. We use 
local products, employ local workforce and work 
with our clients to ensure our projects withstand 
quality and the test of time.
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